Did you consider
electronic
locker management?

A locker isn’t complete
without a decent lock.
A lock that allows safe storage
of belongings in the most
user-friendly way. And that
allows you to manage all your
lockers, postboxes and cabinets
easy and efficiently.

The key to secure access

Over the last 15 years, we have developed secure locking solutions for
lockers, cabinets and postboxes that are operated by a card or PIN code.
Our goal has always been to make management of lockers easier for you.
We have succeeded in doing this thanks to a wired electronic lock.
The benefit of this is that it allows for central management via easy to
use web based software.
This enables you to:
use a single card to access lockers, parking and enter the building
define centrally who can access which locker at what time
track who accessed which locker and when
allow multiple people to access a single locker or cabinet
Our solutions are used in offices, schools, universities, hospitals, public
facilities, event locations, distribution centres, banks and insurance
companies all over the world. There is always a solution that will suit your
business.

“With static lockers,
everyone has their
own private locker.”

“Dynamic lockers
become available for
the next user as soon
as the previous user
leaves. This way you
no longer require a
separate locker for
each person, saving
you money and space.”

Save up to 50% on
space and costs

A growing number of organisations is enabling employees to work
in a more flexible way. They are doing this either by setting their
own hours, by choosing their own workplace or even working at a
different office location. This is making the traditional desk-based
office environment a thing of the past. Flexible, secure storage then
becomes a critical part of any flexible working strategy. We can
help you with our flexible and secure dynamic locker management
solution, that can save up to 50% on space and costs.
Dynamic lockers become available for the next user as soon as
the previous user leaves. A simple red/green LED indicates the
occupancy of the locker. This way, you no longer require a separate
locker for each person. For example; we have solved cases in which
500 lockers where sufficient to serve 1000 users.

Offices

“I can securely
store critical
company data in a
freely accessible
office.”

When hot desking in modern office environments, you want to make
sure that your employees can store their belongings safely. But
what about your critical company data? In addition to lockers, our
electronic locks can also be fitted to filing cabinets or cupboards.
Via the simple interface you can define that only specific people can
access the cabinets they need access to. This way, you can ensure
that only the two employees from the HR-department get access to
the personal records of your staff-members.

Hospitals

“Nurses can access
the building, drug
cabinets and lockers
with one single badge.”

“I don’t have to
replace missing
keys anymore.”

Assigning separate lockers to all employees is often unnecessary
as they work in shifts. Dynamic locker management allows you to
significantly reduce the number of lockers in your hospital by up to
50%. A locker becomes available when the previous user leaves,
guaranteeing optimal utilisation of the lockers.
Our locks can also be integrated into your (existing) access control
system, so nurses can operate building-doors, drug cabinets and
lockers with one single badge. Not least, the use and management of
mechanical keys is history.

Schools & universities

“Students can open
their locker by
holding their
student-ID in front
of the lock.”

“I can manage the
lockers via my
smartphone or
tablet.”

Pupils or students can store their books, laptop and other
belongings simple and secure because lockers can be accessed
by holding their existing student ID-card in front of the lock.
Consequently, students don’t have to queue in front of a locker
terminal in the busy hallways. This solution allows you to manage
the lockers via your smartphone or tablet.

Public facilities

“I don’t have to
hand out keys
anymore, which
saves a lot of time.”

“I can set the
lockers to open
at a scheduled
time for cleaning
purposes.”

Managing lockers that use keys or coins to access can be a burden.
Especially to organisations who operate public facilities, such as
libraries, swimming pools, fitness clubs and wellness facilities.
That’s why we have developed locks that can be accessed with a
user selected PIN code, a fitness-key, wristband or even a national
library card, for example. This solution allows dynamic use of
lockers. Thanks to central management you can unlock all lockers at
a set time for cleaning or to make sure there are no items left in the
lockers overnight.

Why choose for Nedap
Locker Management?

No keys, no key management and no more replacing locks
Easy to open by holding an access card in front of the lock
Simple to use due to the red/green LED status indicator
Easy to manage via web based software, even with a mobile device
No batteries to change or replace
Low power consumption
Locks retain their status in the case of a power blackout
Immediate alarm in case of misuse due to the built-in tamper switch
Easy to integrate into any access control system
Also available with Nedap’s security management platform AEOS

Find a solution that
suits your needs

We love to help you in finding
the right solution for your
business.
Nedap locks are used everywhere in the
world, 600.000 times each day.
To find out how our electronic locking
solutions can assist you in your dayto-day business, why not get in touch
today and we will set an appointment.
www.nedapsecurity.com/lockers

Different materials
require different
solutions.
There’s a fitting solution for
every kind of project. Please
ask for the possibilities.

www.nedapsecurity.com/lockers

